PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
This book investigates the mirror, as a material object and in visual and verbal imagery, and examines its relationship to ideas of knowledge, perception and human subjectivity in various socio-cultural and technological contexts. Within this book the rich potential of interdisciplinary collections is evident as these essays combine to make the apparently mundane object, the mirror, something we will look at, as well as into, in new ways. The realms of literature, art, history, archaeology, religion and magic are illuminated by the essays, which make apparent surprising parallels and contrasts between different chronological, geographical and disciplinary realms.
Under analysis here are the complex and dynamic relations of particular objects to imagery and to the individuals and societies who both shape and are shaped by them. These essays variously reveal the roles of external and internal factors in constituting human subjects and the permeability of boundaries between us, our technologies, our cultures and our worlds. Whilst several of the essays demonstrate that ways in which human subjectivity can be extended beyond our physical boundaries are represented through the use of the mirror or through other types of mirroring; conversely other essays show that the limits of the human subject may also be symbolised by the mirror and mirroring. Resonances of themes echo throughout the book as a whole, although essays have been divided into four parts, in relation to particular focuses: in Part One the mirror is shown as enabling insight into restricted knowledge; in Part Two it signifies perception of God or self-reflection, with both operating on a vertical axis in ontological and epistemological hierarchies; in Part Three the mirror presents worldly perceptions of oneself and others with horizontal analogies and doublings; and in Part Four the mirror is diversely used to create and explore the subject's representation by art.
The book opens with an introduction by Mark Pendergrast, the author of Mirror Mirror, who presents an extensive overview of the history of the mirror, providing a background to the detailed studies in the other essays. In the first essay, Melanie Giles and Jody Joy offer a new reading of bronze and iron mirrors in the Iron Age, which have previously tended to be conceived of as mere objects of vanity, on account of frequently being found in women's graves. They reveal that these objects, with complex identities and histories of their own, could be used to signify the supernatural properties of the possessors and thus would have endowed the holder or commmunity with considerable power.
Thus Giles and Joy also make apparent the dangers in critical analysis of hasty generalisations about gender roles. This is followed by Crystal Addey's examination of the use of mirrors for divination in the Graeco-Roman world. Addey explores the differences and similarities between catoptromancy that involved an oracle and catoptromancy in which a God or daimon is invoked.
She discusses in what ways they were "supernatural" and their different uses of the elemental mediums of light, water, and earth, which are variously employed in combination with the mirror as a means to revelation. Like the earlier two essays in this section, Ross Hulkes's essay upon Seneca's nuanced use of the mirror as a metaphor, reveals its epistemological functionality. In the political realm of Nero's Empire Seneca's writings employ the mirror as a valuably ambiguous symbol that can represent entry into knowledge by the emperor via the philosopher as his moral mirror image.
In the next part, there is a movement in focus away from the practical use of the mirror as an entry into forms of supernatural belief or worldly power and towards the concept of the mirror as representative of the liminal state of man within the Christian World. Mark Kauntze charts the inauguration of this movement. He explains how St. Paul's mirror metaphor, that man only sees through a glass darkly, originally referred to the Sayings of the Prophets and functioned as a marker of man's earthly ignorance. Kauntze then goes on to show how this was later positively reinterpreted by Augustine as a metaphor for the mind of man as the microcosm of the Trinity. The essay that follows, which is on Chaucer's use of mirror imagery, explores the ever increasing emphasis in medieval discourses upon the imaging of God as an active and rational process. This paradoxically heightens the stress on man as fallen, as well as potentially the mirror of God, and depicts women constructed at a double remove from God, in their passions, passivity and vanity. Jacomien Prins's essay explores the continuing evolution of beliefs in man's mirroring of God as evident in Marsilio Ficino's philosophy. In Ficino's Christianisation of Platonic thought it flowered into a belief in a cosmic harmony which was interpretable by man through his smooth and shiny liver's mirroring to his mind of the harmony of the spheres and this world's mirroring of God.
The essays in Part Three concentrate on the relation of mirrors and mirror imagery to perception and doubling. The eminent scientist Richard Gregory introduces this part with his analysis of the technology of mirrors and of how reflection works. This is followed by my essay on early modern mirrors, which compares subject formation by mirrors and by language, as well as exploring the interrelation of social, psychophysiological and technological types of mirroring. Lynn Holden closes this part with her essay on doppelgängers, which examines related psychological theories and the cultural and literary phenomenon of the double that allows for a play that can be a source of terror, liberation, and subversion.
The last three essays provide a variety of perspectives on the mirror as a visual metaphor, although all reveal a common concern with the play of presence and absence. Beth Williamson begins with a survey of some of the stereotypical mirror paintings which come to mind: Van Eyck's The Arnolfini Portrait, Velaszquez's Las Meninas, and Manet's Bar at the Folies-Bergère.
Williamson offers an invigorating reappraisal of these, and then goes on to examine ways in which the viewer is implicated as a witness by late medieval depictions of the Annunciation, and implicated as a reader by visual techniques in Mary of Burgundy's Book of Hours. Judit Varga's examination of Johannes Gump's curious Self-Portrait, argues that it reveals itself as in fact an ImagePortrait and so is a disruptive allegory of 17 th century Dutch painting in its anxiety about self-presentation as only possible as representation. Finally, Katherine Shingler's study of Apollinaire's miroir reveals it's mimicking of Van Eyck, Velazquez and Manet as also an undermining of the belief in mimetic representation. Thus in this last section the mimesis offered by mirrors and paintings, begins with the ideal of a recreation of presence through the didactic utilisation of these objects, but their employment increases in self-consciousness and finally ends in the high irony of Apollinaire's symbolisation.
This widespread examination of the mirror as an object and in textual and visual imagery reveals that its deployment is related to discourses and beliefs circulating within a particular period, whilst it also interacts with the longer term cultural and psychophysiological capacities and constraints involved in being a human subject. The evolution of the form and functioning of the mirror as a concept is closely interlinked with the evolution of discourses and beliefs concerned with human subjectivity, knowledge and perception, and the authors here collaboratively in this book chart how the meaning of an object and a metaphor is both transformed by and transforms the socio-cultural matrix: the continuities underlying the concept reflect aspects that remain viable in relation to the contexts within which they operate, whilst variations in the manifest forms of concepts reflect the variety of co-evolving structures in play at that moment.
There are many organisations and individuals that are due an acknowledgement for their contribution to this book's making. Most of all, thanks are due to the Bristol Institute for Research in the Humanities and Arts (BIRTHA) for sponsoring the original conference at which many of these essays first took form as conference papers and to Mark Kauntze for organising the funding and the conference. In addition, thanks are due to Perseus Books for permission to use adapted material from Mark Pendergrast's book for the introduction (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) and to Maney and the Institute of Materials, Minerals and Mining for permission to publish Richard Gregory's paper (94-104). Thanks are also owed to the British Museum and to Jody Joy and Melanie Giles for arranging the use of the photograph of the Desborough Mirror for the cover image.
Finally, many thanks are due to the Japanese Government (Monbugakusho) and to the Japanese Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS) for their research scholarships, which respectively provided the editor with the time needed to carry out research and to edit the book. Lastly, the editor would like to thank her family and friends and Janet, Calum and Fiona MacDougall, without all of whom these pages would not now be in your hands. It's a morning ritual, something so commonplace that you hardly notice it. Yes, there you are again, perhaps a little bleary-eyed, but it's you, all right, perhaps with a toothbrush in your mouth or a washcloth in your hand. You orient yourself in the world for another day. You're so used to this experience that you rarely think about it. Yet what you have just done is almost unique in the animal kingdom. Your ability to recognize the creature in the mirror as you seems to be limited to the higher primates, and perhaps dolphins and elephants.
ILLUSTRATIONS
Other animals see only a rival or friend.
Mirrors are meaningless until someone looks into them. Thus a history of the mirror is really the history of looking, and what we perceive in these magical surfaces can tell us a great deal about ourselves-whence we have come, what we imagine, how we think, and what we yearn for. The mirror appears throughout the human drama as a means of self-knowledge or self-delusion. We have used the reflective surface both to reveal and to hide reality, and mirrors have found their way into religion, folklore, literature, art, magic and science.
A Long, Magical History
Humans have been intrigued with mirrors since prehistoric times. The ancient Egyptians, Indians, Chinese, Mayans, Incas, and Aztecs buried their dead with metal or stone reflectors, to hold the soul, ward off evil spirits, or allow the body to check its appearance, before taking the final trip to the after-life. Because a round mirror can both reflect the sun and become a miniature imitation of it, early metal reflectors came to be associated with sun gods. At the same time, however, secular mirrors were used to apply cosmetics, foreshadowing thousands of years of people peering into the "flattering glass". 1 Yet the magic of mirrors remained. "Scryers" used them to look into the mystic future; mirrors served as a portal to the divine or demonic. Magicians manipulated them to create illusions to impress kings and commoners. 2 From earliest times, mirrors have also been used for scientific applications. According to legend, Archimedes used mirrors to set fire to Roman ships during the siege of Syracuse, and the controversy over whether or not this feat was possible led eventually to modern solar ovens and generators. Concave mirrors made early lighthouses possible, and the reflecting telescope changed our view of the universe. Today, huge mirrors permit us to peer into ever-more distant regions of space, and light-weight gossamer optics will allow us to delve even farther. Some envision orbiting giant mirrors to manage the earth's climate. 3 The story of mirrors is also the story of light, that mysterious medium that acts simultaneously like a wave and a particle, imposes a speed limit on the universe, and in a sense is the universe, according to Einstein. Yet no one really knows what it is. Sure, it is called electromagnetic radiation, but that only means that it is produced when you run electricity by a magnet. But what is light really? Even though it allows us to see, it is itself invisible, traversing space without a trace, unless it bumps into something like dust, which allows us to see that it travels in straight lines. It isn't readily apparent that it has a finite speedthough it does, imposing an apparent speed limit on the universe-or that "it" is an it at all. We still really don't understand it, though we know a great deal about how it behaves. The marvel is that humans have tried, with some success, to figure it all out. 4 As if these mysteries were not enough, visible light is only one octave in the spectrum that ranges from mile-long radio waves to high-energy bursts of gamma rays. After World War II, our ability to explore the universe dramatically expanded as scientists figured out how to make unusual mirrors reflect most of those wavelengths. That story, too, is part of the mirror saga. 
From Metal to Glass: Technology Changes Culture
While the first mirror was undoubtedly a still body of water, the first known man-made mirror dates from around 6200 BCE, found at the Çatal Hüyük site in modern-day Turkey. Within another three thousand years, Egyptians and Sumerians created metal mirrors-first copper, then bronze, gold, and silver. Meanwhile, in the Western hemisphere, the Olmecs, Moche, and other cultures made mirrors from anthracite, slat, pyrite, and obsidian.
The ancient Romans pioneered in making glass mirrors by blowing glass bowls and coating their insides with molten lead, then breaking them apart to form poor-quality convex mirrors. During the Middle Ages, this art was nearly forgotten but became popular again, particularly in northern Europe, in time for Jan Van Eyck and others to portray them-and possibly use them as artistic tools-in their paintings of the early 15 th century. In that same century, mirrormakers on the island of Murano near Venice perfected the secret art of making larger, flat glass mirrors, backed by a tin-mercury amalgam, creating a demand among royalty and nobility for these expensive, astonishing luxuries. After Louis XIV broke the monopoly in order to make his Hall of Mirrors at Versailles, glass mirrors gradually become more commonplace and cheaper.
People rarely stop to think about the side-effects of technological innovation, but the glass mirror helped to shape the modern secular age. When mirrors were rare, costly, small metal reflectors, they were often symbols of the sacred and divine. But as mirrors became more commonplace, they gradually lost their magic lustre and began to reflect everyday reality and vanity. Mirrors, which had sparked the advance of science ever since the Greeks puzzled over parabolic concave mirrors and why they focused heat and light, were crucial to the final separation of science and magic, which I date from just after the time of John Dee (1527-1609), one of the last great believers in scrying as well as optics and astronomy. 6 As the seventeenth century broke, the science of optics and mirrors had advanced to the edge of modernity. In the new century, there would be no more "natural magic". Many people would continue to believe in the supernatural, but it would be divorced from the natural.
Since its inception in the Middle Ages as a secret Italian guild, followed by the 17 th century French industrial espionage that broke the monopoly, the glass mirror industry has grown to huge proportions, with the modern float glass factory running a constant river of molten and then solid glass over an ocean of liquid zinc. The common glass mirror also had an unforeseen, revolutionary impact on Renaissance literature and art. With the advent of cheap industrialized glass and modern methods of applying reflective material to it, mirrors have now become common objects even in the poorest homes. They have been used creatively by architects and home decorators, and in the 20 th century, glittering mirrors helped transform America into a pleasure-seeking, vain, celebrity-driven society. Psychologists, advertising men, police, and voyeurs peer at us through one-way mirrors.
Mirrors ushered in the earliest human civilizations, and now they point us into the future-while simultaneously allowing astronomers to peer ever further back into time. The history of mirrors covers a vast territory, from the creation of the universe (perhaps along with alternate mirror universes) to the first hominids to the Hubble Space Telescope and beyond. The cast of quirky characters looking into and manipulating mirrors is equally diverse.
A Personal Adventure
When I first conceived of researching mirrors, I knew it would be interesting, but I didn't realize in how many directions it would take me. I examined ancient Egyptian mirrors in the Louvre, walked through the Hall of Mirrors at Versailles, looked at myself in an Aztec divining mirror at the British Museum, stumbled through a century-old mirror maze in Lucerne, buried myself under books and manuscripts in various archives and libraries, visited a French nudist colony (few mirrors, as I suspected), lay on my back to see the world's largest kaleidoscope in an upstate New York silo, looked at myself as I really am (not flipped right-to-left) in a "True Mirror" in Manhattan, clambered to the top of a new 300-foot diameter radio telescope in rural Green Bank, West Virginia, gazed down into the vast pool of the 200 inch mirror on Mt. Palomar, ventured under the University of Arizona football stadium to see Roger Angel's Mirror Lab, and lived at a Vedanta Monastery while tailing John Dobson, the extraordinary missionary of amateur telescope mirror makers.
As I type this sentence, I am looking into my own eyes in the hinged "PC mirror" attached to the side of my computer monitor. This device is sold by a New York company primarily as a sales tool for telemarketers-if you smile winsomely people are more likely to buy your product. I put the mirror on my computer, however, not to sell something, but to remind me of my own humanity. Right now, I see a man in his mid-fifties, greying around the temples, who needs a haircut and who, though he hates to admit it, looks a bit like Woody Allen. I am confessing all this, because this essay is not only a history of mirrors but also, like all essays, a reflection of a particular person who lurks somewhere behind the words.
One overarching theme of the history of our intimacy with reflective surfaces is that as human beings we use mirrors to reflect our own contradictory nature. On the one hand, we want to see things as they really are, to delve into the mysteries of life. On the other hand, we want the mysteries to remain mysteries. We yearn for definitive knowledge, yet we also revel in imagination, illusion, and magic. The German poet Rainer Maria Rilke may have been right when he wrote, "Mirrors: still no one knowing has told/ what your essential nature is." 7 In J.K. Rowling's Harry Potter fantasy novels, the Mirror of Erised shows us "the deepest, most desperate desire of our hearts." 8 In a way, all mirrors are like that. Ultimately, what we see in them depends on what we bring to them.
Mirror Mazes
As I groped my way through the mirror maze in Lucerne's Glacier Garden, I kept bumping into a mirror where it appeared that I was walking down a long corridor framed with Moorish columns. At the far end of the corridor, I saw a young man approaching. He kept disappearing as both of us turned corners or pursued blind alleys. Finally, I bumped into another mirror, turned right, then left, and there he was again, now quite close. He reached out and, as he touched my face tentatively, he asked, "Sind sie echt?" In German, he was asking me if I was real. I laughed and said "Ja," and he laughed too. But for a confusing moment of disequilibrium, he wasn't joking. That's what mirrors can do to us human beings. They can jolt us out of reality or fantasy with equal ease.
My younger brother once worked in a factory where he was the only white laborer. One day he caught a glimpse of himself in a mirror down a hallway and thought, "What is that white boy doing here?" Then he realized he was looking at himself. Most of us have had experiences like that, moments of shock when we see a stranger before recognizing ourselves. When it once happened to Sigmund Freud on a train, it caused him "profound displeasure". In researching the history of mirrrors, I had more than my share of such moments, though I generally found them intriguing.
The Prague mirror maze atop Petrin Hill, known as the Bludište, was built in 1891. "I see my back at the end of one aisle," I wrote in my journal there, "my side in another, and I can look sideways at myself writing in this notebook. It is strange to turn everywhere and see yourself. There is a big fly in here with me, whacking against the glass, buzzing madly." At the end of the maze is a superb gallery of funhouse mirrors installed in 1911, which turned out to be the real attraction. Children shrieked and giggled, while adults flirted and laughed. One mirror makes you look like a dwarf with cute little knees but a very long body. Another stretches your head into grotesque shapes. As in the Lucerne mirror maze, the laughter here rippled over barely concealed anxiety. Do I really look like that? Could this be a part of who I am in my dreams? Later, at the London Natural History Museum, I saw a woman in a low-cut blouse look at herself in a distorting mirror, where she saw her breasts absurdly stretched downwards. She gasped and backed away, exclaiming, "I've seen the future!"
Who Do You See in the Mirror?
And so we come back to the question the earliest hominid faced in the still water after the rainstorm. This is the question of identity, of essence, of soul that concerned the ancient Egyptians, Chinese, and Aztecs. It is even at the root of the questions asked by astronomers who have turned their big mirrors out towards space. Who are we, and what is our place in the universe? This brings us into the realm of psychology, where we must pick carefully amongst unproven theories and scientifically valid concepts.
In 1964 Chicago psychologists Arthur Traub and J. Orbach created the "adjustable body-distorting mirror," a plexiglass reflective surface about four feet high that could be adjusted to bend as a convex or concave mirror in various ways. Subjects stood seven feet from the mirror and saw themselves at first as "tall, with pin head, large elongated body and legs tapering to tiny feet," then as "short with enormous horned head and tapering legs." When subjects were asked to adjust the mirror so that they looked normal, they had an unexpectedly difficult time. "Many subjects declare . . . that they have forgotten precisely what they look like," wrote Traub and Orbach. Age offers the case study of Sally, who tries on a pair of capri pants in a store's dressing room. "Alas, the sole mirror and bad lighting make Sally look pale and fat," and she leaves without buying anything. The moral? Store managers should "spend money on mirrors (and lots of them)," along with good lighting. 11 Although no department stores will admit it, rumor has it that they sometimes use slightly convex mirrors that make people look slimmer.
Bruce Newman and Susan Larson of Assist Technologies in Lake Carmel, New York, sell the four-inch square, hinged PC Mirror that is attached to the side of my computer. Intended for use in workplace cubicles, the mirror can be useful in various ways, such as warning of a boss's approach or permitting a quick appearance check before a meeting. But its primary purpose is to help telephone sales people to "smile while you dial," on the assumption that the smile can be "heard" in a more pleasant tone of voice. Company-sponsored surveys claim an average eight percent increase in sales after PC Mirror installations. 12 
Apes, Elephants and Dolphins Face the Mirror
One morning in 1964, when 22-year-old grad student Gordon Gallup looked at his own reflection while shaving, he considered that it would be interesting to see whether other species of animals could recognize themselves in mirrors. Five years later, as an assistant professor of psychology at Tulane, he got the chance. 13 Gallup put four preadolescent chimps-two female, two male-into separate cages and placed a full-length mirror outside each cage for ten days. At first, they reacted as they would to a stranger-bobbing, vocalizing, threatening, or adopting submissive postures. On the third day, however, he noticed a dramatic change. In the mirror, the chimps began to examine the inside of their mouths, to groom the hair on their foreheads, to pick their noses, to examine their genitals-taking advantage of the mirror to see otherwise inaccessible areas. They made faces, blew bubbles, and manipulated food wads with their lips. It was obvious to Gallup that they knew they were looking at themselves in the mirror, but he needed to be able to prove this subjective impression to skeptical colleagues.
Gallup devised a test. He anesthetized the four chimps and marked an eyebrow ridge and top half of the opposite ear with an odorless red dye. He did the same thing with a male and female chimp with no previous mirror experience. When the chimps awoke, they were monitored to make sure they weren't touching their red marks. Then mirrors were introduced. The four experienced chimps immediately took notice, touching the red marks repeatedly, and then looking at that finger. One of them even smelled the finger. The two other chimps showed no mark-directed responses. In subsequent experiments, Gallup did the same test on macaques and rhesus monkeys, habituating them to mirrors for two weeks before trying his mark test. They failed. In a two-page paper published in Science on January 2, 1970, Gallup summarized his experiments, concluding, "Recognition of one's own reflection would seem to require a rather advanced form of intellect." He added that this ability might imply a "concept of self" that set humans and the great apes apart from other species. That fly I met in the Prague mirror maze might wear itself out, buzzing and banging against its image, but it will never figure out who that other hardheaded fly is.
Gallup and others have subjected all kinds of animals to the mark test with mirrors. Orangutans passed with no problem. To everyone's surprise, however, no gorillas touched the red marks. Only Koko, the famous gorilla who has learned sign language, clearly identified herself in a mirror, according to her owner. Bonobos, the endangered, peaceful apes of the Congo, knew themselves in mirrors. But all monkeys flunked. Gallup left a mirror with a pair of rhesus monkeys for 18 years, and they still didn't get it.
Elephants apparently failed the mark test in the late 1980s, but ten years later, in Nevada, animal behaviorist Patricia Simonet tested two performing Asian elephants-Bertha, a veteran in her forties, and 8-year-old Angel, although Angel got little chance to see herself, since the dominant Bertha hogged the mirror. Within 20 minutes of the mirror's introduction, Bertha stopped flapping her ears and trumpeting at the other elephant in the mirror and apparently began examining herself. During the mark test, white children's face paint was applied to a brow and temple, behind one front leg, and on one hip, all visible to Bertha only in the mirror. With her trunk, she touched the marks 15 times during the two hours of testing.
Dolphins also know themselves in mirrors, according to a 1999 study by Lori Marino, an Emory University psychology professor, and Diana Reiss, director of marine mammal research at New York Aquarium.
14 They marked Pressley and Tab, two teenaged bottlenose dolphins, with non-tactile black magic marker and used a variety of control circumstances. In order to qualify for self-recognition, the dolphins had to 1) spend more time at the mirror when marked, 2) display no "social" behavior as if towards another dolphin, and 3) swim immediately to the mirror and expose the mark. Pressley and Tab passed the test, obviously contorting their bodies in front of the mirror in order to observe marks under their chins or sides. When they marked Pressley's tongue, he opened and closed his mouth in front of the mirror as he never had before. Gordon Gallup, Marino's former mentor, is still skeptical, since dolphins have no hands or trunks with which to touch their marks. "It is entirely possible," he told me, "that the dolphins have learned that they have control over the behavior of the 'other' dolphin in the mirror, and therefore when they see the image with a mark they change their orientation to the mirror so that they can see it better." 15 No one denies, however, that dolphins are smart. Like humans, they have large brains, but they have meager frontal lobes, which are crucial to humans. Marino believes this may be a case of evolutionary convergence, in which different species arrive at the same survival strategy by independent paths, like the flying ability of bats and birds. The convergence is probably not toward the specific trait of mirror self-recognition, she says, but to a "certain level of complexity in how they process information." 16 
Becoming Aware of Yourself
In a 1972 issue of Developmental Psychobiology, Beulah Amsterdam published the first mirror-recognition study for human babies, "Mirror Self-Image Reactions Before Age Two." 17 She described how she had tested 88 children between the ages of 3 months and 24 months by putting a spot of rouge on one side of the nose and seeing if they touched it while looking in the mirror. Early on, babies seemed to recognize their mothers in the mirror, but not themselves. By six months, infants were smiling and playing with themselves in the mirror, but they treated the reflection as another child. At one year, they began to search behind the mirror for their mysterious playmate. Finally, Amsterdam concluded "from 20 to 24 months, 65 percent of the subjects demonstrated recognition of their mirror images." Subsequent research has substantiated her findings, indicating that most children's brains first register that they are observing themselves sometime during the latter part of their second year, when they become coy, embarrassed, clownish, or self-admiring in front of the mirror.
What exactly does mirror self-recognition imply? Gordon Gallup believes self-recognition means self-awareness. "You become the object of your own attention. You are aware of being aware. And that, in turn, allows you to make inferences about comparable states of awareness in others." 18 Gallup doesn't deny that other animals such as dogs or even fleas may have alternate forms of self-concept, but the brain's capacity to allow us to know we are looking at ourselves appears to place us-along with higher apes and perhaps elephants and dolphins-in a unique category, and this simple ability to recognize ourselves in a mirror seems to be essential to the human enterprise.
Can it be a coincidence that toddlers develop language and begin to say I, me, and mine about the same time they learn mirror self-recognition? Or that the frontal lobes develop dramatically in the second year of life? Or that they reach Piaget's level of understanding "object permanence" (remembering and seeking out hidden objects) and begin to engage in pretend play? Or that they begin to act like strong, self-willed individuals in the "terrible twos"? Or that they begin soon afterwards to develop empathy for others and moral standards? Or that their autobiographical memories supersede the period of "infantile amnesia" around the age of three?
In the late 1800s, Charles Horton Cooley, a Michigan sociologist, theorized that the human sense of self is created in infants through social interactions. Cooley-who was himself a shy semi-invalid-called this the "looking-glass self" because he believed that our self-concept is a reflection of what we perceive others think of us. 19 His disciple, George Mead, concluded, "it is impossible to conceive of a self arising outside of social experience." 20 Gallup, suspecting that Cooley and Mead were onto something, gave the mark test to chimpanzees that had been raised in complete isolation, after habituating them to mirrors. As he predicted, they failed to identify themselves. Similarly, the famed Wild Boy of Aveyron, captured in the French woods in 1799, reached behind a mirror to find the boy he thought was hiding there. The Wild Boy never learned mirror recognition, nor did he learn to speak. 21 Perhaps such abilities must be developed during the crucial developmental period when the brain is growing and establishing new branches, connections, and synapses.
Of course, mirrors are not necessary for self-awareness. Blind people know perfectly well who they are, for instance. Thus Sidney Bradford, blind before his first birthday, was an intelligent, self-assured 52-year-old when his sight was restored by a cornea transplant in 1958. He became fascinated by mirrors, often preferring to see the world in their reflection rather than directly. But Bradford couldn't get used to his own face in the mirror and shaved by touch in the dark as he always had. 22 The ability to recognize oneself in a mirror correlates with (but does not cause) essential human traits such as logic, creativity, curiosity, the appreciation of beauty, and empathy, leading directly to tool use, scientific experiments, story-telling, poetry, art, theater, law-making, philosophy, religion, and a sense of humor. In other words, as humans evolved, the ability to thinkto ponder themselves in mirrors, among other things-helped them to survive.
"Without self-awareness," Emory University primatologist Frans de Waal observes in his 1996 book, Good Natured, "we might as well be folkloric creatures without souls, such as vampires, who cast no reflections. Most important, we would be incapable of cognitive empathy, as this requires a distinction between self and other and the realization that others have selves like us." 23 As one would expect, other species that display mirror self-recognition also show the capacity to empathize, which is the very essence of the Golden Rule, to treat others as you would be treated. Dolphins, for instance, are famed for helping injured people. On the other hand, the ability to put oneself in someone else's shoes also permits deception and cruelty. What would sadists know about exquisite torture unless they could imagine what it felt like? As Jane Goodall discovered with her beloved chimps, they could murder as well as comfort one another, whatever their motivation.
Sex also seems to be connected with mirror self-recognition, from the ancient Egyptians to the modern brothel ceiling. Bonobos and dolphins are highly sexed animals always ready for intercourse. Pan and Delphi, the two half-brother dolphins, always enjoyed sexual play with one another, but when mirrors were available, their libido went wild, so that in one half-hour session, they attempted to penetrate one another 43 times. In all cases, they assumed positions so that they could watch themselves in the mirror, breaking off if their bodies drifted out of sight, then resuming sex play in front of the mirror. 24 Self-awareness may lead to more satisfying sex, but it also makes humans, and perhaps some other animals, aware of their mortality. Humans want to believe in a humanistic deity-a mirror image of sorts-who will guarantee us immortality in heaven. Fear of death may account for the religious impulse, but I think there's more to it. Our search for meaning and our innate reverence for this world in which we live are also probably related to self-awareness and mirrors.
The Mirrorless Biami Garden of Eden
Throughout the developed world, mirrors are commonplace. "The profundity of what takes place in a mirror is in perpetual danger of being lost through familiarity," notes science writer Adrian Desmond. 25 My history of mirrors was in part an attempt to untarnish our mirrors, allowing us to look into them with fresh wonder and to help us understand their extraordinary place in human history. Sometimes, however, I admit that I have thought we might be better off without mirrors, especially when I read that hundreds of thousands of people a year pay for botox injections to smooth their facial wrinkles with a paralytic poison, or when I consider other such attempts to manipulate image and deny mortality. 26 But without mirrors, we would still be human. It is not the blank slate of the mirror that I deplore-it is what we sometimes reflect in it.
Let me leave you with the parable of anthropologist Edmund Carpenter's encounter with the Biami, an isolated New Guinea tribe.
27 "It was important to us to film the reactions of people totally innocent of mirrors," Carpenter wrote in 1975. "Such people exist in New Guinea, though they number only a handful and are disappearing like the morning mist." A few Biami men had mirror shards, but they were too small to show a face and were used only as lightreflectors. They lived near swift rivers but no standing bodies of water in which they could see themselves. "Certainly their initial reaction to large mirrors suggested this was a wholly new experience for them," Carpenter observed. "They were paralyzed: after their first startled response-covering their mouths and ducking their heads-they stood transfixed, staring at their images, only their stomach muscles betraying great tension." Carpenter interpreted their reaction as the "terror of self-awareness," and he portrayed their looking into mirrors as something like Adam and Eve eating the apple in the Garden of Eden, then suddenly becoming self-conscious and covering themselves.
"Western man," Carpenter asserted, "values, above all else, the isolated, delimited, aware self," whereas for traditional New Guinea tribes, "there was no isolating individualism, no private consciousness." As appealing as this romantic assessment may be, I don't buy it. Anthropologist William Mitchell, who did extensive field work with New Guinea tribes, says, "I never met any 'primitive' male or female who didn't know who he or she was, and acted upon it."
28 Though the Biami did not have mirrors, they had the human capacity to recognize themselves in them, and the human need to consider and manipulate their image. After all, the men already applied elaborate face-paint to one another in preparation for war. "In a matter of days," Carpenter was forced to report, "they groomed themselves openly before mirrors." When they first beheld the miracle of their own reflection, the Biami may have felt genuine terror, as Carpenter surmised, but perhaps they also felt awe, wonder, and dawning comprehension.
In the developed world, we would do well-as we look into the myriad mirrors that surround us daily and as we use innovative scientific mirrors to look ever farther into the reaches of space and time, to send messages ever more quickly over beams of light, to direct deadly laser weapons-to learn from the Biami. Mirrors should inspire terror, wonder and comprehension.
Notes and References
The In 1984, archaeologists excavating the Iron Age cemetery at Wetwang Slack, East Yorkshire, came across three remarkable graves, dating between the fourth and first centuries BC. 1 Like other burials nearby, they consisted of a single inhumation in a grave pit, surrounded by a square-cut ditch, from which chalk and silt had been used to cover the burial in a low mound. However, these barrows were larger than normal and set apart, lying to the west of the main cemetery. Grave goods within this cemetery included pots (usually containing a sheep humerus, representing a joint of mutton), or small items of jewellery such as a brooch, bracelet or necklace. However, all three of the new burials contained the dismantled remains of two-wheeled vehicles (chariots or carts), complete with their horse gear. Significantly, whilst the two men were buried with elaborately decorated bronze scabbards and swords, the woman was interred with a decorated bronze canister or box, and an iron mirror.
Mirrors are one of the prestige objects manufactured by smiths and artisans, during the middle-late Iron Age (c. 400 BC -43 AD) and are found in both Britain and Ireland, as well as elsewhere on the Continent. They are made of iron or bronze polished plates and finished with bronze fittings, including looped handles and rims. Both complete examples and damaged fragments have been found in a variety of contexts: pools and lakes, as well as graves. However, their frequent association with female burials has often led to them being dismissed as a mere accoutrement, or "attractive vanity" of high status women, who are all too often marginalised in representations of Iron Age society. 2 In this paper, we seek to challenge this passive and superficial view of both object and individual, by characterising these objects and exploring the context of their deposition. Since these Iron Age communities were pre-literate, we will use anthropological analogy to explore their potential use and meaning, and to prompt us to think differently about the relations between people and things in the prehistoric past. Archaeologists have therefore begun to question the ways in which we interpret such grave goods: they cannot be seen as direct reflections of either the status or gender of the deceased. The dead do not bury themselves: the living do, 16 and the motives of mourners may have been very complex. They may have used the funeral to demonstrate their own status, gaining prestige and authority by gifting a celebrated artefact or inherited antique to the deceased. The power and reputation of the object may also have been drawn upon to deal with important or unexpected "bad" deaths, which tore a rift in the social fabric. Such gifts may also have been used to close debts with the deceased (lest they return to look for reparation) or to appeal for intercession on behalf of the living, once the deceased had entered the world of the ancestors. For many prehistoric
